2015 Summer B.R.A.I.N Games

This is a dynamic half-day hands-on engineering experience in which participants will:

- Explore their interest in helping others through innovation
- Practice engineering and turn new ideas into reality

Where will the workshop be held?
On the campus of North Carolina A&T State University

What are the dates of the workshop?
July 28, 2015 from 8:45AM to 2:00PM

Who Participates in the Institute?
Rising 9th - 12th Graders

How do I get involved?
A general registration form is due by July 1st, 2015, 5PM EDT; Acceptance notification by July 14th

For more information about this program please contact Dr. Matt McCullough mattbm@ncat.edu or Heather Aschenbrenner hrasch2@gmail.com.
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